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Pradhannagar Police Station,
Siliguri Police Commissionerate,

Inspector-Ih-cherge

Pradhan Nagar Police S1atto2

Siliguri Policr
Cownissionerate

Sub: FIR

Sir,

In producing herewith one arrested accused person namely (1) GopalKarmakar(27) S/o Bimal Karmakar of Pati Colony gully no-2 PS- Pradhannagar,
Dist Darjeeling under arrest along with the seized following articles:

1(one) iron made improvised fire arms (Single Shooter) measuringaboutapprox 9.9" (approx) inches in length including its butt, bodyand barrel in normal position with trigger and firing pin in working

i)

condition marked as Exhibit-"A"
ii) 01(one) round live ammunition which was loaded in the improvisedfire arms (marked as Ex- A) marked as "A-1".

IASI Debasish Das of Pradhannagar PS under Siliguri Police Commissionerate
would like to lodge this written complaint against Gopal Karmakar(27) S/o BimalKarmakar of Pati Colony gally no-2,PS- Pradhannagar, Dist Darjeeling to the effectthat today on 25/03/2022 at 19:05 hrs. Ireceived a source information that, oneperson is roaming at Dharam Naggar area near rail way Over bridge possessingillegal firearms with a view to commit some heinous crime. Accordingly, the factwas diarized vide Pradhannagar PS GD Entry No.168 date 25/03/2022 and 1

informed the fact to you. As per your direction myself along with PSI SumitSarkar, C/ 1413 Sujit Sarkar, CV-128 Ajoy Kumar Sahani, Swapan Chettri all ofPradhannagar PS immediately rushed to the spot at Dharam Nagar with vehicleNo-WB 74AC-9851 to verify the veracity of the information.

On the way to Dharam Nagar, I called two witnesses namely (1) PuspamKumar Ray(24) S/o Rajendar Ray of Dharam Nagar Cooliepara, Ward Bo-1 PSPradhan Nagar Dist Darjeeling and (2) Pradyuman Paswan(19) Sailendar Paswanof Do. and narrated them the information in hand after disclosing our identity



and requested them to accompany with us as witnesses. Accordingly, they had
given their consent and become willing to accompany with us. We reached near
the spot as identified by the source at about 19:45 hrs. and intercepted and
apprehended the above noted person. Then I searched the person as per
provision of law and on searching recovered above noted improvised firearms
loaded with one round ammunition from the exclusive possession of Gopal
Karmakar which he kept conceal position in the back side of his waist.

On interrogation he disclosed his name and identity as noted above.On
demand he was unable to produce any valid documents or license in support of
his possession of Arms and ammunition. He also admitted that he has procured
the fire arms and ammunition illegally for committing illegal activities by entering
in to a criminal conspiracy with his associates to commit crime against property.
Accordingly the above noted firearms and ammunition are recovered and seized
in between 19:50 Hrs to 20:25 hrs under proper seizer list in presence of the
witnesses duly signed by them and acknowledge by the apprehended person.
There after sealed and labeled the seized the articles. Then I arrested the above
noted accused person after communicating the ground of arrest and issuing
necessary memo of arrest for violating the specific provision of Arms Act.

Under the above circumstances, I pray before you that a specific case may
kindly be started against the arrested accused person namely Gopal
Karmakar(27) S/o Bimal Karmakar of Pati Colony gally no-2 ,PS- Pradhannagar,
Dist Darjeeling under proper section of law and cause its investigation.

Enclosed:
Yours faithfully

AsI eba sey k ees
25Jo3122

ASI Debasish Das

1. Memo ofarrest.

Seizure list.

Pradhannagar PS, SMP


